A) Read the meanings and write their synonyms using the suffixes -ful or -less

1) full of care - __________________________
2) without worth - __________________________
3) full of grace - __________________________
4) without harm - __________________________
5) full of thanks - __________________________

B) Complete each sentence adding the suffix -ful or -less to the words in the word box.

success flight mouth end

1) An ostrich is a ________________ bird.
2) Natalie is a ________________ actor.
3) The journey seemed ________________.
4) We must not talk with our ________________.
A) Read the meanings and write their synonyms using the suffixes -ful or -less

1) full of care - careful
2) without worth - worthless
3) full of grace - graceful
4) without harm - harmless
5) full of thanks - thankful

B) Complete each sentence adding the suffix -ful or -less to the words in the word box.

success  flight  mouth  end

1) An ostrich is a _______ flightless _______ bird.
2) Natalie is a _______ successful _______ actor.
3) The journey seemed _______ endless _______.
4) We must not talk with our _______ mouthful _______.